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Enhanced heating of nanoparticles for applications such as thermoacoustic imaging and therapeutic
heat delivery is considered. The optimum electrical conductivity to achieve maximum
electromagnetic energy deposition in a given nanoparticle is obtained, with emphasis on rf
frequencies, where plasmon resonances associated with negative permittivity are generally not
possible. Spheres, coated spheres, nanowires, and carbon nanotubes are considered. In all cases, it
is found that relatively small conductivity values �e.g., ��1 S /m for spheres� provide the
maximum absorption of rf energy, and thus maximizes heat production in the nanoparticle.
Therefore, lossy dielectrics may be a better choice for maximizing nanoparticle heat production than
metallic particles. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3204653�

I. INTRODUCTION

Nanoparticles are being widely developed as contrast
agents in thermal-related medical imaging technologies, such
as photoacoustic and thermoacoustic imaging.1–3 In these im-
aging applications, electromagnetic energy is applied to a
sample, generating heat and subsequent thermal expansion,
which produces an acoustic wave that is measured by an
array of acoustic sensors. Thermo- and photoacoustic imag-
ing are therefore inverse source problems, providing com-
pletely different contrast mechanisms than traditional diag-
nostic imaging techniques. Differential heating in cancerous
and noncancerous tissue, for example, can thereby be used to
produce an image,4–6 even without the benefit of contrast
enhancement.

Typically, photoacoustics refers to irradiating the sample
with electromagnetic energy in the visible regime, whereas
thermoacoustics irradiates in the microwave and rf range.
Thermoacoustic imaging, in particular, provides deep tissue
penetration and large sampling volumes, and the imaging
region is irradiated as uniformly as possible in space and as
briefly as possible in time. In photoacoustics, illumination
with near-infrared �NIR� pulses generates high photoacoustic
signal-to-noise �S/N� because tissue is very lossy to NIR ra-
diation. Precisely for this reason, depth penetration of pho-
toacoustics is limited to a few centimeters. Similarly, micro-
wave illumination efficiently heats water and provides
reasonable signal levels but limited depth penetration. There-
fore, for thermoacoustics we have investigated rf illumina-
tion pulses with carrier frequencies near 100 MHz.7 Because
there is less loss in tissue at these frequencies, rf excitation
pulses provide good depth penetration, but low S/N. The
need to boost S/N for this large imaging field of view appli-
cation prompts us to study heating enhancement due to nano-
particle thermal contrast agents.

Nanoparticles are also being investigated for preferential
heating of biological structures for cancer treatment.8–11 In
this case, electromagnetic energy is intended to cause local-
ized heating of nanoparticles attached to cancer cells, or em-
bedded in tumors, resulting in selective destruction of the
diseased tissue.

In both thermotherapy and thermo/photoacoustic imag-
ing applications, efficient heating of nanoparticles is impor-
tant. In this regard, various thermal contrast agents have been
utilized in measurements, where here we define contrast
agent as a particle added to a sample to increase heating,
either in an imaging modality or in a therapeutic application.
The main classes of particles that have been investigated are
carbon nanotubes �CNs�2,9,12 and metallic �gold�
nanospheres.8,10,11 In particular, both gold nanospheres and
CNs have been shown to greatly enhance tissue heating upon
the application of quasisteady state rf energy �after tens to
hundreds of seconds�. On the theoretical side, there has not
been much analysis of this heating. The size, shape, and
material composition of nanoparticles that lead to maximum
heating at rf frequencies has not been investigated, although
there has been work done at optical frequencies via plasmon
resonances.13,14

To heat a particle with electromagnetic energy it is clear
that the particle must have some �perhaps effective� conduc-
tivity. By effective conductivity, we mean that in a descrip-
tion of the material permittivity �=��− j��= ��r�− j� /��0��0

all loss mechanisms are described by finite, nonzero ��, as-
sociated with �, regardless of the nature of the loss �conduc-
tion, dipolar friction, etc.�. Clearly, in the extreme limit of
perfect conductivity ��� ,�→�� the material will not heat,
since there is no loss mechanism. In the opposite extreme
limit of zero conductivity ��� ,�→0� there will also be no
loss and no heating. However, a priori it is not clear what
may be the optimum value of � or �� that maximizes heating
for a given particle shape. In this work, we �1� investigate
what is the optimum material � or �� for several nanoparticlea�Electronic mail: george@uwm.edu.
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shapes of interest and �2� discuss the resulting energy dissi-
pation and heating produced by these nanoparticles. We find
that for nanoradius, electrically long cylinders at rf frequen-
cies, the best possible theoretical conductivity to maximize
dissipation is very large, far above what is possible with gold
���107 S /m�. This is a skin effect issue, and the optimum
value of skin depth ��� to maximize dissipation is found to
be � /a�3, where a is radius. For electrically small objects
such as electrically short cylinders and small spheres, the
best possible theoretical conductivity to maximize dissipa-
tion is very small, typically ��100 S /m for cylinders, and
��1 S /m for spheres. The reason for this is screening of
the incident field by induced charge on the finite structures;
higher conductivity leads to stronger screening, and thus less
internal dissipation. For an electrically long cylinder with
electric field parallel to its axis, this screening charge is not
present, and the problem is governed by skin effect.

In what follows, we restrict attention to electrical and
thermal steady state and isotropic mediums. All units are SI
and the time dependence is ej�t. Most numerical results are
presented at 10 MHz, since this is the frequency used in
some recent papers on rf nanoparticle heating.8–12

II. ENERGY DEPOSITION IN CYLINDERS AND
SPHERES

Energy deposition in a material is governed by Poynt-
ing’s theorem, and for time-harmonic fields15,16

− �
��

1

2
Re�E � H�� · dS = �

�

1

2
Re�E · J��dr3, �1�

where the first term is the power into the volume � bounded
by surface ��, and the second term is the power dissipated
by the field as heat in �. Using J=�E, the power density
�W /m3� is

S =
1

2
Re���E · E�� =

1

2
Re�����E�2. �2�

Material permittivity is given as

� = ��r − j
�

��0
	�0 = ��� − j����0, �3�

where �r=�� is real valued and accounts for all polarization
mechanisms and � /��0=�� is real valued and accounts for
all loss mechanisms. In this way, J=�E is a generalized
current, accounting for both conduction and polarization
losses. Therefore, we have simply

S =
1

2
��E�2 =

1

2
��0���E�2. �4�

Assuming conduction as the dominant heat transfer
mechanism, this is the term that enters the steady-state heat
�Poisson� equation,

km�2T�r� + S�r� = 0, �5�

where km is the thermal conductivity �W/mK�.

A. Electrically long solid cylinder

We consider an infinite material cylinder as a model of
an electrically long cylinder khL	1, where L is wire length
and kh is the wave number in the host medium of the cylin-
der. Although at rf frequencies long wires are not of much
interest in thermocontrast applications, they may be of use
above gigahertz frequencies where physical lengths can be
quite short. Also, importantly, they provide a striking con-
trast to the behavior found for short wires and nanoparticles,
as explained in the Introduction and in Secs. II C–II E.

For an infinite material cylinder oriented along the z
axis, having complex permittivity �d and radius a, immersed
in a host medium having complex permittivity �h, the field
inside the cylinder due to an incident plane wave Ei�r�
= ẑE0e−jkhx is17

Ed�r� = ẑE0 

n=−�

�

j−nbnJn�kdr�ejn
, �6�

where

bn =
Jn�kha�Hn

�2���kha� − Jn��kha�Hn
�2��kha�

Jn�kda�Hn
�2���kha� − ��d/�hJn��kda�Hn

�2��kha�
, �7�

and where kd=���0�d is the wave number in the cylinder
and kh=���0�h is the wave number in the host region. This
result is exact, and the power density can be computed from
Eq. �2� or �4�.

For a small radius cylinder, assuming kha ,kda�1,
Ed�r�� ẑE0b0J0�kdr�. The current density is J�r�
= ẑ�E0b0J0�kdr� and the current carried by the cylinder is

I = �E0b0�
0

2� �
0

a

J0�kdr�rdrd
 = E0
2�a�

kd
b0J1�kda� .

If we assume a metallic cylinder with �d= ��d�− j� /��0��
−j� /��0, then kd�e−j�/4����0 and

I = E02�a� �

��0
ej�/4b0J1�e−j�/4����0a� . �8�

With R�=1 /�a2� � /m �assuming � /a1, where �
=�2 /��0� is the skin depth,16 the current is nearly uni-
formly distributed through the wire and this expression is
valid�,

Q� =
1

2
��E�2��a2� =

1

2
�I�2R�

=
1

2
�E0�2

4�

��0
�b0�2�J1�e−j�/4����0a��2, �9�

where the units of Q� are W/m.
To determine the condition for maximum heating, we set

dQ� /d�=0. Using

b0 �
1

1 + ��a2��0�

4
	1 − j

2

�
ln� kha

2
	�

, �10�

we obtain the value of conductivity the leads to maximum
dissipation/heat production as,
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�max
lc =

2

��0a2�ln�kha��
, �11�

where the superscript indicates that this is the long cylinder
result. This will give maximum heating for a small radius,
electrically long material cylinder. It is useful to consider this
value in terms of skin depth,

��

a
	

max
= ��ln�kha�� . �12�

For a wire in water ��h=70�, for f =10 MHz and a
=100 nm, kha=2.096�10−8 and �� /a�max=3.94 from Eq.
�12�. Setting the derivative of the exact expression �from Eq.
�6�� equal to zero and performing numerical differentiation to
obtain the value of � /a that maximizes power absorption
yields � /a=4.0, close to the approximate value. For a
=50 nm, the approximate expression yields �� /a�max=4.03,
and the numerical computation results in � /a=4.09. More-
over, at f =10 GHz and a=100 nm, the approximate expres-
sion �12� yields �� /a�max=2.94, while the numerical compu-
tation results in � /a=3.03. Thus, it is found that Eqs. �11�
and �12� provide a very good approximation for the value of
conductivity and skin depth that maximizes absorption. Nu-
merically, the optimum skin depth is found to be � /a
�2–4, even when the cylinder does not have a very small
radius �say, kha�1, kda1�.

Under conditions of maximum absorption, using Eq.
�12� and setting � /a=3 with b0�1 / �1+ j�,

Qmax� =
1

2
�E0�2

2�

��0
�J1�� 2

�ln�kha��
e−j�/4	�2

. �13�

With �ln�kha��=9 and �J1�2=0.056,

Qmax� = �E0�2
0.056�

��0
. �14�

For an electrically long cylinder, the current on the cyl-
inder I�z� due to an incident plane wave is approximately the
same as the current on an infinite-length cylinder, except that
for the finite-length case current goes to zero at the cylinder
ends. Total power dissipated �W� can be obtained simply as

Q = Q�L , �15�

where Q� is Eq. �9� and L is the cylinder length. One can
define an absorption cross section Ca

cyl�m2� for the electri-
cally long cylinder as

Q = Ca
cylIa, �16�

where Ia= �E�2 /2� is the intensity of the incident electromag-
netic wave, and �=��h /�h. From Eq. �14�,

Ca
cyl,max = 2�

0.056�

��0
L . �17�

Unfortunately, for nanoradius electrically long cylinders
achieving �max

lc at rf is impossible except for moderately high
frequencies. Let �max=�max�0, where �0=4.6�107 S /m is
the conductivity of gold. Then,

�max =
1

fGHzanm
2 �2.07 � 103

�/a 	2

=
4.76 � 105

fGHzanm
2 , �18�

using � /a=3, where fGHz is the frequency in gigahertz and
anm is the radius in nanometers. If anm=103, then �
=0.614 / fGHz; a less conductive material than gold is opti-
mum above 614 MHz, whereas below this frequency we
would ideally use a better conductor. At a fixed frequency, as
radius decreases conductivity must increase to obtain maxi-
mum heat generation. Assuming a=100 nm, one needs to be
above 47.6 GHz to be able to achieve the theoretically maxi-
mum heat production using realistic materials. Below 47.6
GHz, the best that one can do is to use the material with the
highest possible conductivity. In general, when a is ex-
tremely small at rf frequencies, power absorption is given by

1

2
�I�2R� �

1

2
�E0�2

�a2�

1

4
a4���0��2ln2�kha� + 1

, �19�

�
1

2
�E0�2�a2� , �20�

independent of frequency. In this case, power dissipation is
increased as either � or a is increased.

B. Arbitrary length solid cylinder

The previous analysis assumed an electrically long solid
cylinder, which practically means khL	1. Those results
were verified by solving the Hallén integral equation for wire
current I�z� on an arbitrary-length electrically thin �kha�1�
wire,18–20

�
−L/2

L/2

�K�z − z�� + q�z − z���I�z��dz� = c1 sin khz

+ c2 cos khz −
j4�

�
�

0

z

Ez
i�z��sin�kh�z − z���dz�, �21�

for −L /2�z�L /2, where Ez
i is the incident electric field

parallel to the wire, L is the wire length, and c1,2 are un-
known constants,

K�z − z�� =
1

2�
�

−�

� e−jkh
��z − z��2+4a2 sin2�
�/2�

��z − z��2 + 4a2 sin2�
�/2�
d
�, �22�

q�z − z�� = 2���0zs
e−jkh�z−z��

kh
, �23�

and zs is the surface impedance �� /m� �Ref. 21� �valid if
� /��0	1�,

zs =
�J0��a�

2�a�J1��a�
, �24�

where �= �1− j����0� /2. Integral equation �21� was solved
using a rectangular pulse function expansion, point testing
solution.22 Power absorbed was computed as
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Q =
1

2
Re�zs��

−L/2

L/2

�I�z��2dz , �25�

which was compared to Eq. �15� for long wires and good
agreement was found �note that Re�zs��1 /�a2�=R� when
kha�1�.

Therefore, for long thin cylinders the simple analytical
solution �9� can be used to compute power absorbed via Eq.
�15�. For cylinder lengths near khL=1, the integral equation,
or another full wave method �e.g., FDTD, FEM� must be
used. However, these resonant length cylinders are not of
much interest for thermoapplications at rf frequencies since
the wires will be physically very long. Our main reason for
presenting the integral equation is that it can be used to
verify the important small cylinder case �khL�1� discussed
next, and to help understand why maximum heating for
small objects requires very different conductivity values than
for long wires.

C. Electrically short solid cylinder

For a cylinder having kha ,khL�1, the response will be
dominated by the dipole moment of the cylinder, and we can
use the concept of polarizabilities.23 In this case, the absorp-
tion cross section �m2� for an electrically small object, as-
suming that the background material is lossless, is

Ca = − kh Im��� , �26�

where � is the polarizability �m3� and kh is the wave number
in the background/host medium. Although in practice the
host medium may be lossy too, as a first approximation we
neglect direct host medium heating, and concentrate on the
effect of the nanoparticle, since in this case we obtain simple
expressions for �max.

For a prolate spheroid in the needle limit, as a good
approximation of a cylinder,23

Ca
cyl = − kh4�

La2

6
Im �d − �h

�h + Ld��d − �h�� , �27�

where �h and �d are the again permittivities of the host and
cylinder materials, respectively, and where the geometrical
depolarization factor is

Ld =
1 − e2

e2 − 1 +
1

2e
ln�1 + e

1 − e
	�, e2 = 1 −

a2

�L/2�2 �28�

�e is the eccentricity�. The power dissipated in the cylinder is

Q = Ca
cylIa, �29�

where Ia is the intensity of the incoming wave. For wires
short enough to be modeled by their polarizability, power
computed by Eq. �29� was found to be in good agreement to
that computed from the integral equation �21� using Eq. �25�.

The value of conductivity that maximizes absorbed
power �max is obtained from dCa

cyl /d�=0, leading to

�max
sc = ��1 − Ld��h + �d�Ld�

��0

Ld
, �30�

where the superscript indicates that this is the short cylinder
result and �d� is the real part of the relative cylinder permit-

tivity. At this value of conductivity the absorption cross sec-
tion is maximized,

Ca
cyl,max = − kh2�

La2

3
� �h

Ld
2��h − �d�� − Ld�h

	 . �31�

For f =10 MHz, L=10 �m, and a=100 nm, �max
sc

=0.385 S /m and Ca
cyl,max=1.5�10−17 m2 for the host mate-

rial being air, and, if the host material is water, assuming
�h=70, �max

sc =26.9 S /m and Ca
cyl,max=1.3�10−16 m2. For

L=1 �m and a=100 nm, assuming �h=70, �max
sc

=0.659 S /m and Ca
cyl,max=3.5�10−19 m2. Whereas for the

infinite length cylinder we can maximize dissipation when
� /a�3, for the L=10 �m wire with �=�max

sc =26.9 S /m,
the corresponding skin depth is � /a=3.1�105.

Note the dramatic difference between the electrically
long and electrically short cylinder cases, �max

lc and �max
sc . For

an air host medium with f =10 MHz and a=100 nm, �max
lc

=1.4�1011 S /m, an unattainable value, whereas for a short
wire having L=10 �m, �max

sc =0.386 S /m, a difference of
eleven orders of magnitude This has been verified using in-
tegral equation �21�, which can be considered to be an inde-
pendent method �it is not based on polarizabilities, and it
does not involve any assumptions other than that the wire is
thin, kha�1 and L /a	1�. As explained in the introduction,
the huge difference in the values of �max

lc and �max
sc is due to

screening of the incident field by induced charge. Higher
conductivity would lead to stronger screening and less dissi-
pation, an effect which is absent for the electrically long
cylinder. From another viewpoint, for an electrically long
cylinder the current due to an external plane wave is approxi-
mately constant along the structure, except for vanishing at
the cylinder ends. As cylinder length is reduced, current
magnitude tends to diminish and the current profile becomes
one-half of a sinusoid. Since Q�= �I�2R� /2, as current dimin-
ishes Q� rapidly decreases unless R� increases, and so �
must decrease to achieve maximum power absorption. This
has been verified using integral equation �21�.

Figure 1 shows the absorption cross section from Eq.
�27� of a short cylinder normalized by particle volume �V
=4�a2L /6 for a spheroid with semiaxes a ,a ,L /2� as a func-
tion of conductivity at f =10 MHz, a=100 nm, and �h=70,

10-1 100 101 102 103 104 105

σ (S/m)

10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

100

101

102

103

C
a

cy
l /V

(m
-1

)

L=10 µm
L=1 µm

FIG. 1. �Color online� Absorption cross section �27� of a prolate spheroid
model of a short cylinder, normalized by particle volume, as a function of
conductivity at f =10 MHz, a=100 nm, and �h=70, for two values of cyl-
inder length L.
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for two values of cylinder length L. For comparison, a 1 �m
long gold cylinder has Ca

cyl /V=6.4�10−7 m−1.
Figure 2 shows Q�=Q /L �pW /m� determined from in-

tegral equation �21� for an a=10 nm radius cylinder for two
values of conductivity, �=4.7�107 S /m �gold�, and �
=0.385 S /m, the optimum conductivity from Eq. �30� for a
1 �m long cylinder. In both cases we assume E0

i =1 V /m
and �h=1. For electrically short cylinders, the low-
conductivity cylinder is many orders of magnitude better at
dissipating energy than the gold cylinder, as expected, and
for long cylinders the gold cylinder is superior. The dots on
the right side of the curves are the values predicted by the
simple infinite-cylinder model �9� and the dots on the left
side are the predictions of the electrically short cylinder
model based on a prolate spheroid �Eq. �27��. The speed of
wave propagation on a nanoradius conductor is much slower
than on a macroscale conductor,24 which is why the knee of
the curve occurs for relatively small values of khL.

D. Small material sphere

For a general material sphere the exact extinction and
scattering cross sections are23

Cext =
2�

kh
2 


n=1

�

�2n + 1�Re�an + bn� , �32�

Csca =
2�

kh
2 


n=1

�

�2n + 1���an�2 + �bn�2� , �33�

where an and bn are the Mie coefficients, representing elec-
tric and magnetic multipoles, and the absorption cross sec-
tion is Ca=Cext−Csca. For a small sphere of radius
a �kha ,kda�1� and permittivity �d, immersed in a host ma-
terial having real-valued permittivity �h, the leading terms
are, to order �kha�5,

a1 = j
2�kha�3

3

�d − �h

�d + 2�h
+ j

2�kha�5

5

��d − 2�h���d − �h�
��d + 2�h�2

�34�

b1 = j
�kha�5

45
��d − �h

�h
	 . �35�

For small spheres the leading term in a1 will be strongly
dominant compared to the other terms, as well as compared
to b1, unless ��d /�h�	1 �i.e., a very good conductor at low
frequencies�, in which case b1 can dominate over a1 despite
the factor of �kha�5.

For very small material spheres we can ignore scattering
compared to extinction, so that

Ca
sph =

6�

kh
2 Re�a1 + b1�

= − kh Im4�a3 �d − �h

�d + 2�h
+

2�kh
2a5

15
��d − �h

�h
	�

= − kh Im��e + �m� = Ca
e,sph + Ca

m,sph, �36�

where �e is the electric dipole polarizability and �m is the
magnetic dipole polarizability25 �associated with eddy cur-
rents�.

For a small material sphere the usual plasmon resonance
is �d=−2�h, at which point �e→�. In practice, we can as-
sume that �d=−2�h+ i�, where ��1, so that for a plasmon
resonance Ca

e,sph,plasmon=−kh4�a33�h /�.
However, at rf frequencies it is difficult to achieve nega-

tive permittivity values, and so we seek to maximize the
absorption cross section with low conductivity. Setting
dCa

sph /d��dCa
e,sph /d�=0 leads to

�max
sph = ��d� + 2�h���0, �37�

independent of radius. Since ��0�1 below 1 GHz, at these
frequencies �max

sph �1. As a special case, if we assume �d�
=�h=1, then the value of complex permittivity that maxi-
mizes heat production is �d=1− i3 �compared to the case of a
plasmon resonance, where we would need �d=−2�.

The maximum cross section assuming Eq. �37� is

Ca
sph,max � Ca

e,sph,max =
6�kha3�h

2�h + �d�
=

9

2

kh�h

2�h + �d�
V , �38�

where V is the particle volume. For f =10 MHz, a
=100 nm, �d�=1, and �h=70, �max

sph =0.078 S /m, and
Ca

sph,max=1.6�10−20 m2 �strongly dominated by the electric
dipole contribution�. Note that, assuming �=4.6�107 S /m
for gold, Ca

sph=2.67�10−26 m2 �dominated by a factor of
103 by the magnetic dipole contribution�. Both cross sections
were checked by comparing with the full Mie solutions �32�
and �33�. Thus, one can generate 106 times more heat energy
using nanospheres with an appropriately chosen value of
conductivity �=�max

sph compared to using gold.
Figure 3 shows the absorption cross section from Eq.

�36� normalized by particle volume as a function of conduc-
tivity at f =10 MHz, with �h=70. For these values of � the
electric dipole term dominates, and the result is independent
of particle size �assuming kha ,kda�1�. Away from the value
�=�max

sph the normalized cross section shows a linear behavior
on a log-log scale. As a comparison, for an a=100 nm gold
sphere, Ca

sph /V=6.4�10−6 m−1.
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103
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Q
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pW
/m

)

a=10 nm
σ=0.385 S

a=10 nm
σ=47 MS

FIG. 2. �Color online� Q�=Q /L �pW /m� from Eq. �21� for an a=10 nm
radius cylinder for two values of conductivity, �=4.7�107 S /m �gold� and
�=0.385 S /m, E0

i =1 V /m, and �h=1. The dots on the right side of the
curves are the values predicted by the simple infinite-cylinder model �9� and
those on the left side are the predictions based on the prolate spheroid model
of a short cylinder �Eq. �27��.
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E. Small coated sphere

In many instances nanoparticles may have a coating,
such as an oxide layer or a protein for selective binding to a
cell. For a sphere having radius a and permittivity �d, with a
coating having thickness d and permittivity �coat, embedded
in a host medium having real-valued permittivity �h, the
electric polarizability is23

�e,cs = 4��a + d�3

�
��coat − �h���d + 2�coat� + fc��d − �coat���h + 2�coat�

��coat + 2�h���d + 2�coat� + fc�2�coat − 2�h���d − �coat�
,

�39�

where fc= �a / �a+d��3. Even if the core is a good metal, the
presence of an absorptive coating generally causes the elec-
tric dipole contribution to be large compared to the magnetic
dipole contribution, as can be verified numerically using the
Mie coefficients for the coated sphere.23

The presence of even a very thin absorbing coating can
have a profound influence on the absorbing properties of the
particle.38 For example, let the host medium be water with
�h=70, and assume that the inner sphere is gold. Then, for
f =10 MHz and a=100 nm, the uncoated sphere has an ab-
sorption cross section of 2.67�10−26 m2. If we add a coat-
ing with d=0.01a �fc=0.971�, �coat� =10 and �=0.001 S /m,
the absorption cross section becomes 6.4�10−22 m2, an in-
crease in 104 for a coating that is 1% of the gold sphere’s
radius.

If ��d�	 ��coat�, then the value of coating conductivity that
maximizes the absorption cross section is

�max
cs = ��0��coat� + 2�h

1 − fc

1 + 2fc
	 , �40�

assuming fc�1. At 10 MHz, for a gold sphere having a
=100 nm with a coating d=0.01a, �coat� =10, and �h=70,
then �max

cs =0.0063 S /m, and Ca
cs=2.1�10−21 m−2, an in-

crease by a factor of 105 compared to the uncoated gold
sphere. For comparison, from Eq. �38� for an optimized un-
coated sphere having �=�max

sph , Ca
sph,max=1.6�10−20 m2.

Therefore, surprisingly for this extremely thin coating, an
optimized, uncoated dielectric nanosphere is only a factor of
10 better than an optimized, thinly coated gold sphere.

Figure 4 shows the normalized absorption cross section
Ca

cs=−kh Im��e,cs� of a gold sphere coated with lossy dielec-
tric versus d /a, for a=100 nm, �h=70, f =10 MHz, �
=0.01 S /m, for several values of coating permittivity �coat� .
It can be seen that lower permittivity leads to a larger cross
section. As the coating becomes thick, the ideal conductivity
that maximizes the absorption cross section tends to a con-
stant,

�max
cs �d→� = ��0��coat� + 2�h� . �41�

Figure 5 shows the normalized absorption cross section
of a gold sphere coated with lossy dielectric versus d /a, for
a=100 nm, �h=70, f =10 MHz, and the real part of coating
permittivity �coat� =1, for several values of coating conductiv-
ity. For a given coating complex permittivity, an optimum
value of thickness can be found, and, conversely, for a fixed
coating thickness, an optimum conductivity can be found.

F. Electrically long single wall CN

As a model of an electrically long single wall CN
�SWCNT�, the field scattered by an infinite-length CN is26

Ez
s = E0

− �h�cnJ0
2�kha�

2

�kha
+ �h�cnH0

�2��kha�J0�kha�
H0

�2��kha� , �42�
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FIG. 3. Absorption cross section �36� for a small sphere �kha ,kda�1� nor-
malized by particle volume as a function of conductivity at f =10 MHz,
with �h=70.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Normalized absorption cross section of a gold sphere
coated with lossy dielectric vs d /a, for a=100 nm, �h=70, f =10 MHz,
�=0.01 S /m, for several values of coating permittivity �coat�
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Normalized absorption cross section of a coated
sphere vs d /a, for a=100 nm, �h=70, f =10 MHz, and the real part of
coating permittivity �coat� =1, for several values of coating conductivity.
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=E0�H0
�2��kha� , �43�

where �h=��h /�h �we assume the same environment out-
side and inside the tube�. The current is

I = 2�a�cnE0�1 + �H0
�2��kha�� � 2�a�cnE0, �44�

and we obtain

Q� =
1

2
�I�2Rcn� , �45�

where

Rcn� =
1

2�a Re��cn�
. �46�

For a long but finite-length tube, Q�Q�L.
The nanotube conductivity for armchair and zigzag tubes

can be obtained from27,28

�cn��� =
je2

�2�a

1

�� − j��
s=1

m �
1stBZ

�Fc

�pz

�Ec

�pz
dpz, �47�

where e is the charge of an electron, �=�−1 is the phenom-
enological relaxation frequency, � is the reduced Planck’s
constant, pz is the quasimomentum in the longitudinal direc-
tion, and Fc= �1+e���c�/kBT��−1 is the equilibrium Fermi distri-
bution function, in which T is the temperature in kelvin, and
kB is Boltzmann’s constant. In Eq. �47�, the electron disper-
sion relation is

Ec�pz,s� = �0
�1 + 4 cos��z

a�cos��s� + 4 cos2��s� , �48�

for zigzag CNs, and

Ec�pz,s� = �0
�1 + 4 cos��z

b�cos��s� + 4 cos2��z
b� , �49�

for armchair CNs, where �z
a=3bpz / �2��, �z

b=�3bpz / �2��,
and �s=�s /m, and where s=1,2 , . . . ,m accounts for the
quantized momentum in the circumferential direction, with
�0�2.5–3.1 eV being the approximate range of the overlap
integral.

In the limit of metallic tubes having small radius,27,28

�sr��� �
2e2vF�

�2�a�1 + j���
=

�0
sr

�1 + j���
, �50�

where vF�9.71�105 m /s is the Fermi velocity, and for
large radius tubes �metallic or semiconducting� the conduc-
tivity becomes that of graphene,

�lr��� =
�e22 ln�2�kBT

��2�1 + j���
=

�0
lr

�1 + j���
. �51�

The current on the tube is then

Isr � 2�a�cnE0 = 2�E0
2e2vF�

�2��1 + j���
, �52�

for the small radius metallic tube, and

Ilr � 2�aE0
�e22 ln�2�kBT

��2�1 + j���
, �53�

for the large radius tube, so that

Qsr� = �E0�2
2e2vF�

��
, �54�

Qlr� = �E0�2
a�e22 ln�2�kBT

�2 . �55�

With �=2a /�T,where ��2–12,29

Qsr� = �E0�2
4e2a

��
� vF

�T
	 , �56�

Qlr� = �E0�2
4e2a

��
�a ln�2�kB

�
	 , �57�

�for the large-radius tube, � can be adjusted so that �
=�graphene�. These results are independent of frequency.

As with the electrically long solid cylinder, in both the
small radius and large radius cases for an electrically long
SWCNT, heating would be maximized if conductivity could
be increased �see Fig. 6�. For a �10,10� tube �a=0.678 nm�,
if the tube is in air, Qsr� / �E0�2=0.05 nW m /V2, and, as a
comparison, for a gold nanowire having a=10 nm,
Q� / �E0�2=7.2 nW m /V2.

It is interesting to compare a hypothetical, single wall,
large radius tube with a solid metal wire. For the tube,

Qlr� =
1

2
�E0�2�a2�8e2

�

ln�2�kB

��2 	 =
1

2
�E0�2�a2�0.47 � 107� ,

�58�

using �=12. For the wire, Q�= 1
2 �E0�2�a2� from Eq. �19�,

and for copper and gold, ��5�107, and so the solid wire
and single wall of a large radius tube provide a similar level
of power absorption Q� �within one order of magnitude�.

G. Finite length SWCNT

To analyze a general, finite length CN we can use inte-
gral equation �21� if
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Q�=Q /L �pW /m� from integral equation �21� with
Eq. �59� for a �10,10� metallic SWCNT and for a �17,0� semiconducting
SWCNT, for E0

i =1 V /m. The dot on the right side of the metallic tube
curve is the predication based on the simple infinite-tube model �57�.
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zs =
1

2�a�cn
�59�

is substituted for Eq. �24�.30 In that case, just as was found
for solid cylinders, for short tubes where khL�1 it is much
better to have low conductivity. For example, for a �10,10�
tube �a=0.678 nm�, assuming L=5 �m in an air host at 10
MHz, Q=2.6�10−26�E0�2 W, with an equivalent absorbing
cross section of 1.9�10−23 m2. For a �17,0� zigzag tube,
which is semiconducting �and thus has a much lower value
of �� but has approximately the same radius as the �10,10�
metallic tube, Q=4.7�10−22�E0�2 W, with an equivalent ab-
sorbing cross section of 3.5�10−19 m2. Thus, one can gain
four orders of magnitude more heat from an electrically short
semiconducting tube than from a metallic tube.

Figure 6 shows Q�=Q /L �pW /m� determined from in-
tegral equation �21� with Eq. �59� for a �10,10� SWCNT,
which is metallic and has relatively high conductivity ��cn

�0.027 S�, and for a �17,0� SWCNT, which is semiconduct-
ing and has a small conductivity ��cn�5.5�10−8 S�. In
both cases we assume E0

i =1 V /m. For electrically short
tubes, the semiconducting tube is many orders of magnitude
better for dissipating heat than the metallic tube, whereas for
electrically long tubes the opposite occurs. This is consistent
with the above findings for the solid, electrically long and
electrically short cylinders. The dot on the right side of the
metallic tube curve is the predication based on the simple
infinite-tube model �56�. As with the solid cylinder, because
the speed of wave propagation on a SWCNT is much slower
than on a macroscale metal tube due to kinetic inductance
effects, the knee of the curve occurs at low values of khL �for
a macroradius wire, the transition from electrically short to
electrically long would occur at khL�1�.

III. HEATING OF NANOSPHERES AND COLLECTIONS
OF NANOSPHERES

In this section, we consider heating of nanoparticles in
an aqueous environment using classical heat conduction.
Since the mean free path of heat carriers is on the angstrom
level for liquids,31 this should provide a reasonable
approximation.32 In support of this, molecular dynamics
simulations have shown that the classical logarithmic diffu-
sion of heat predicted by Eq. �5� for an infinite cylinder is
valid for CNs in an octane liquid.33

The solution of the steady state heat �Poisson� Eq. �5� for
a sphere subject to the boundary conditions of constant heat
flux across the sphere-host medium interface, and a possible
jump discontinuity in temperature due to a thermal contact
resistance Rc �m2 K /W�,34

q� = − ks�dT

dr
�

r=a−
= − km�dT

dr
�

r=a+
, �60�

T�a−� − T�a+� = q�Rc, �61�

is

T�r� =
S

6ks
�a2 − r2� +

Sa2

3km
+

SaRc

3
+ T�, r � a �62�

=
Sa3

3km

1

r
+ T� =

Q

4�km

1

r
+ T�, r  a , �63�

where S is the heat production density �W /m3� and T�

=T�r→��. The thermal conductivities of the sphere and host
materials are ks and km, respectively. The thermal contact
resistance has been shown to be important for CNs,33 al-
though the situation is not clear for gold nanoparticles. The
necessity of including Rc would depend on the possible pres-
ence of a coating, however, the exterior temperature is inde-
pendent of Rc. If we assume that the sphere is small and has
large thermal conductivity, then we can approximate the
sphere as an isothermal surface.

Heating of an individual spherical nanoparticle can be
very small.31 For example, assume an incident electromag-
netic plane wave having E0=10 kV /m in water ��h=70�,
resulting in power density 110 W /cm2. Even given this rela-
tively large power density, assuming f =10 MHz and a gold
sphere having a=100 nm, Ca

sph=2.6�10−26 m2 �dominated
by the magnetic dipole moment�, and Q=3�10−20 W. The
temperature on the sphere’s outer surface with km

=0.613 W /mK for water is

�T = T�a� − T� =
Q

4�akm
� 10−14 K. �64�

This is consistent with Ref. 31, where negligible heating was
found for individual nanoparticles even assuming a much
larger absorption cross section of 10−14 m2 �which occurs at
IR frequencies�.

A. Multiple particle heating

Using a large number of spherical nanoparticles, one can
possibly obtain large temperature increases.31,32 Consider a
macroscale sphere of radius ams containing a large collection
of spherical nanoparticles having permittivity �np. The nano-
particles are immersed in a host medium �h,np inside the mac-
rosphere, and the macrosphere is immersed in its host me-
dium �h,ms, as shown in Fig. 7. Although the macrosphere
contains a large number of nanoparticles, it is still assumed

ε h,ms

εh,np

εnp

ams

FIG. 7. A macroscale sphere of radius ams containing a large collection of
nanoparticles having permittivity �np. The nanoparticles are immersed in a
host medium �h,np and the single macrosphere is immersed in its host me-
dium �h,ms.
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to be electrically small, such that kh,msams�1, consistent
with test volumes considered in previous studies.8,10,11

Using Eq. �63� and assuming noninteracting, nonclump-
ing nanoparticles,

�T =
Q

4�amskm
=

Qnp�npams
2

3km
, �65�

where km is the thermal conductivity of the medium outside
of the macrosphere, Q=Qnp�np4�ams

3 /3 is the total power
dissipated in the macrosphere by all nanoparticles, �np is the
density of nanoparticles �np /m3�, and

Qnp = − kh,npIa� Im��np
e + �np

m � , �66�

is the energy deposited per nanoparticle �W/np� using Eq.
�36�. In Eq. �66�, Ia� is the intensity incident on the nanopar-
ticles, which is different from the intensity incident on the
macrosphere Ia unless �h,ms=�h,np, and �np

e,m is the nanopar-
ticle polarizability �bare or coated nanoparticles�. Assuming
a macrosphere volume of 5 ml, ams=0.0106 m, and an inci-
dent intensity Ia�=110 W /cm2, �T=Qnp�np�6�10−5�. In or-
der to obtain �T�10 K, we would need Qnp�np=1.6
�105 W /m3. With 100 nm gold nanoparticles, since Qnp

�3�10−20 W, this would require �np�1024 m−3, which is
not possible �volume fraction is greater than 1�. As an alter-
native to Eq. �65�, in the Appendix an effective medium for-
mulation is presented.

In several recent papers greatly enhanced heating was
obtained experimentally using nanoscale gold
nanoparticles.8–11 For example, in Ref. 8, 12.5–50 mg/l of 5
nm gold nanoparticles were used �corresponding to densities
of �1–5��1018 m−3� in cell cultures in a 60 mm Pyrex dish.
In Ref. 10, 1.1–67 �mol / l of 5 nm gold nanoparticles in a 1
ml volume were used, corresponding to densities of 6.6
�1020–4�1022 m−3. In Ref. 11, 0.5 ml of 13 nm, citrate
coated gold nanoparticles were used. Repeating the above
analysis for a=5 nm gold spheres in water ��h,np=70�, Qnp

=1.7�10−26 W, the required density to produce an approxi-
mately 10 K change in temperature of the macrosphere
would be �np=1029 m−3, again, a nonphysical value. It
seems likely that observed heating was due to particle
clumping �this is evident in Ref. 8, but in Refs. 10 and 11 the
nanoparticles seemed to be dispersed to some degree� or mu-
tual particle interactions, or the presence of a coating on the
nanoparticles �or some combination of these effects�. As dis-
cussed above, the presence of a coating on a good conductor
can increase the absorption cross section dramatically. For 5
nm gold particles with a coating having thickness d=0.1a,
�coat� =4, and �=0.01 S /m, Qnp=2�10−18 and the required
particle density to yield a 10 K change in temperature of the
macrosphere would be �np�8�1022 m−3 �volume fraction
0.04�. For a 5 ml macrosphere, �T=11.6 K. Furthermore,
since �T�ams

2 , larger test volumes would increase the tem-
perature substantially.

It should be noted that far-infrared absorption by metal
particles has been a subject of debate,35–45 since early mea-
surements showed several orders of magnitude difference be-
tween theory and prediction in this frequency range. It has
been shown that clustering/clumping of nanoparticles,36–38,42

the presence of a resistive oxide coating,35,36,38,39,41 and a

combination of both effects can lead to dramatically en-
hanced absorption. For CNs, clumping and percolation ef-
fects are quite pronounced even at relatively low volume
fractions,46 although this subject is beyond the scope of the
present work.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The enhancement of nanoparticle heating for applica-
tions such as thermoacoustic imaging and therapeutic heat
delivery was considered. Simple equations were presented to
determine the optimum material conductivity to maximize
electromagnetic energy deposition in nanoparticles, includ-
ing spheres, coated spheres, nanowires, and CNs. It was
found that for electrically small particles, optimum heating
occurs at relatively small conductivity values ���1 S /m
for spheres below 1 GHz, and ��100 S /m for cylinders�.
For electrically long wires at rf frequencies, it was found that
the value of conductivity for maximum heating exceeds that
of gold or copper for nanoscale radius values. Simple models
indicate that recent measurements of temperature increases
associated with gold nanoparticles in a host medium are
probably due to a combination of clumping and coating.

APPENDIX: EFFECTIVE MEDIUM MODEL
Alternative to Eq. �65�, one can also consider the mac-

rosphere containing nanoparticles as an effective medium, as
depicted in Fig. 8. There is some convenience to this ap-
proach; however, as described below, the range of validity is
somewhat limited.

Using the Maxwell–Garnett model generalized for the
case of nanoparticles having both electric and magnetic po-
larizability in a general isotropic host medium,47

�eff = �h,np
3 + 2�np�np

e

3 − �np�np
e ,

�eff = �h,np
3 + 2�np�np

m

3 − �np�np
m , �A1�

where the electric and magnetic polarizability �e and �m are
for bare or coated nanoparticles, and �h,np, �h,np characterize

ε h,ms

εeff

ams

FIG. 8. The macrosphere in Fig. 7 is replaced with a homogeneous medium
having effective permittivity �eff.
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the host medium. We assume spherical nanoparticles, �h,np

=1, and that the nanoparticles are nonmagnetic, so that the
magnetic dipole moment is due to eddy currents �and so,
from Eq. �36�, �eff depends on particle size, and not just on
volume fraction�. The absorption cross section for the effec-
tive medium macrosphere is

Ca
eff = − kh,ms4�ams

3 Im� �eff − �h,ms

�eff + 2�h,ms
	

+ Im� �eff − �h,ms

�eff + 2�h,ms
	� , �A2�

and with Qeff=Ca
effIa, Eq. �63� for a single macrosphere leads

to

�T =
Qeff

4�amskm
=

− kh,msams
2 Ia

km
Im� �eff − �h,ms

�eff + 2�h,ms
	

+ Im� �eff − �h,ms

�eff + 2�h,ms
	� , �A3�

where km is the thermal conductivity outside the macro-
sphere. It is interesting to note that if �h,np=�h,ms and �h,ms

=1, then Ia= Ia� and Eqs. �A3� and �65� are equivalent. In this
case, we can model the macrosphere as a collection of nano-
particles using Eq. �65�, or as one region having effective
properties using Eq. �A3�. However, for �h,np��h,ms�Ia� Ia��
the expressions �A3� and �65� are not equivalent, but yield
numerically similar results when the electric dipole contribu-
tion is dominant and the particle density �np is small �e.g.,
volume fraction less than 0.1�. In this case Ia�
= �Enp�2 /2��0 /�0�h,np, where

Enp =
3�h,ms

�h,np + 2�h,ms
Ems, �A4�

is the field inside the macrosphere �i.e., the field incident on
the nanoparticles� and Ems is the field incident on the mac-
rosphere. As discussed in Refs. 48 and 49, absorption and
heating can be computed via a quasistatic effective permit-
tivity �eff �e.g., as in Eq. �A1��, but not, in general, by ex-
tended effective medium theories �e.g., extended to higher
frequencies, or generally when the effective parameters be-
come particle size-dependent, rather than simply dependent
on the volume fraction�. A clear manifestation of this prob-
lem is that one may obtain an imaginary part of the effective
parameters as particle size increases even for nonabsorbing
host and inclusions, which models an increase in scattering.
Therefore, extended effective medium theories may be useful
for computing extinction, but not for absorption.
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